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In this paper we investigate the irreducibility of certain modules for the
Lie-algebra of diffeomorphisms of torus T d. The Lie-algebra of diffeomor-
w "1 "1 x phisms can be described as the derivations of A s C t , . . . t see1 d
w x. w xRSS . We denote this Lie-algebra by Der A. Larsson L1 constructed a
functor from gl -modules to Der A modules. In this paper we prove thatd
the image of a finite-dimensional irreducible gl module is most oftend
irreducible. The only exceptions are fundamental modules and the one-
dimensional modules. In these cases we describe the sub-modules and the
quotients. Surprisingly the same class of modules image of finite dimen-
. w xsional gl -module are also constructed in E without any reference tod
gl -modules. They are motivated by the vertex operator constructions ind
w x  .EM more details near the end of this introduction .
We will now describe our results in more detail. Let gl be thed
Lie-algebras of d = d matrices over complex numbers C. Let gl s sl [d d
C Id where sl is the finite-dimensional simple Lie-algebra of trace zerod
matrices and Id, the identity matrix which is central. It is well known that
finite dimensional irreducible modules and dominant integral weights are
in one]one correspondence for a finite dimensional simple Lie-algebra. So
 .let V c be finite dimensional irreducible sl module corresponding to ad
dominant integral weight c . Let Id, the central element, act by a complex
 .number b and denote the corresponding gl module by V c , b .d
 . a  d d.Larsson defined see 1.6 a functor F for a belonging to C rZ from
w xgl modules to Der A modules in L1 . These modules are weight modulesd
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for a certain maximal abelian subalgebra H of Der A. Dimensions of each
H-weight space are in fact the dimensions of the gl module. Since, ind
general, the interest is in modules with finite dimensional weight spaces, in
a   . .this paper we study F V c , b .
a   ..Our main result is Theorem 1.9, where we prove that F V c , b is
 .  . irreducible unless c , b s d , k or c s 0. d , d , . . . , d are funda-k 1 2 dy1
 .. a  .mental weights see Section 1 . In Theorem 5.5 we prove that F d , kk
has a certain irreducible submodule and in the case a / 0 the correspond-
ing quotient is irreducible. In the case a s 0 the quotient is irreducible
o .except for a d-dimensional trivial submodule. F d , k has a naturalk
interpretation as differential k-forms and the standard de Rham complex
 .appears naturally see Remark 5.12 .
a  . The module F 0, b is irreducible unless a s 0 and b s 0 or 1 Pro-
.position 5.1 .
The proofs are based on representation theory of gl . A good under-d
w xstanding of root systems, weight systems, and Weyl group theory from H
is assumed. In Section 1 we fix the notation and state the main theorem
1.9. We also recall the necessary facts on gl and its representation theory.d
In Section 2 we prove some technical lemmas on gl modules and ond
weight systems. The final proof of the Theorem 1.9 is given in Sections 3
a  .and 4. The description of the submodule and its subquotients of F d , kk
is given in Section 5.
It may be appropriate to say that Der A has no nontrivial central
w xextension for d G 2 RSS . For d s 1, Der A has a one-dimensional
 .universal central extension and is called the Virasoro algebra. The
representation theory of Virasoro algebra is extensively studied. See the
w xwell-written book of Kac and Raina KR . Unlike the case d s 1, Der A
 .d G 2 admits some interesting modules with which the present paper
deals. The more challenging problem is to generalize the highest weight
module theory of Virasoro algebra. Attempts has been made to generalize
wthe standard module constructions of the Virasoro algebra in EM, FR,
xL2 . The modules so constructed have not been described in any detail.
The reasons why we got interested in these present modules is to
w x.understand an open problem in EM, 5.21 . There we generalized the
Segal]Sugawara construction of Virasoro operators. It resulted in an
extension of Der A by an abelian ideal I. The modules that we discussed
 .in this paper are subquotients of I for the case a s 0 . In fact this is our
w x motivation to define the Der A modules in E see Remarks 5.10 and
.  .5.11 . We are still investigating among other things the structure of I to
determine if I contains any new class of modules.
w x w xRecently we are aware of FR , where the modules we defined in E are
 .considered for the case a s 0 . Interestingly these modules are discussed
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w xin the context of FR generalizing the Kac]Peterson construction of
w xinfinite wedge product modules for the Virasoro algebra KR .
1
Throughout this paper we fix a positive integer d G 2 see Remark
 . .5.13 for the case d s 1 and a Laurent polynomial ring A s
w "1 "1 "1 xC t , t , . . . , t in d variables. We also fix a vector space V over1 2 d
 .complex number C with a basis e , e , . . . , e . Let ? be a bilinear form on1 2 d
 .V such that e , e s d .i j i, j
 .1.1 Let G s Ze [ ??? [ Ze be a lattice in V. Throughout this1 d
paper we will use n, m, r, and s to denote the elements of G. For
r r1 r2 rd i . r  .r s r e g G let t s t t ??? t and let D r s t t drdt be a deriva-i i 2 2 d i i
tion. Let Der A be the Lie-algebras of derivations of A. It is easy to verify
i .that D r , 1 F i F d, r g G is a basis for Der A. For u s u e g V leti i
 . i .D u, r s u D r . Then Der A has the following Lie structure:i
D u , r , D ¨ , s s D w , r q s , .  .  .
where w s u , s ¨ y ¨ , r u , u , ¨ g V . 1.2 .  .  .
i .Let H be the subspace spanned by D 0 , 1 F i F d, which is a maximal
abelian subalgebra of Der A.
 .1.3 We need to recall the Lie-algebra of gl consisting of alld
d = d matrices with complex numbers as entries. Let E be the elemen-ji
 .tary matrix with j, i th entry 1 and 0 elsewhere. Then clearly E , 1 F i,ji
j F d, is a vector space basis and the Lie structure is given by
E , E s d E y d E . 1.4 .i j k l jk i l l i k j
Let E be the subspace of diagonal matrices of gl . Let gl s sl [ C Id,d d d
where sl is the subspace of trace zero matrices and Id is the identityd
matrix. It is well known that sl is finite dimensional simple Lie-algebrad
and C Id is the one-dimensional centre of gl . Let E s E l sl withd o d
standard basis ak s E y E , 1 F i F d y 1, be a Cartan subalge-i i i iq1, iq1
bra. Let EU be the vector space dual of E and let d , d , . . . , d beo o 1 2 dy1
U  k. Ufundamental weights in E defined by d a s d . A c in E is called ao i j i j o
 k.dominant integral weight if c a is nonnegative integer. It is well knowni
that finite-dimensional irreducible modules for sl and dominant integrald
 .weights are in one]one correspondence. Let V c be the irreducible finite
dimensional sl -module corresponding to the dominant integral weight c .d
 .We can view V c as a gl -module by making Id, the central element actd
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by a complex number b. We denote the corresponding gl -module byd
 .V c ,b . Obviously the fundamental weights are dominant integral.
Let V be as defined earlier. We can make it a gl -module by definingd
E e s d e . 1.5 .ji l i l j
 .This is called the natural representation and is isomorphic to V d , 1 . We1
need the notion of a weight module.
Weight modules. Let I be a Lie-algebra and let H be a maximal
abelian subalgebra which is generally called a Cartan subalgebra. Let H*
be the vector space dual of H. A I-module W is called a weight module if
W s [ W , wherellg H *
W s ¨ g W h¨ s l h ¨ for all h g H . 4 .l
The vectors of W are called weight vectors of weight l. It is a standardl
fact that a submodule of a weight module is a weight module.
Caution. As we are working with Lie-algebras gl and Der A, we haved
two different notions of weight vectors. Recall that E is a Cartan subalge-
bra of gl and H is a Cartan subalgebra for Der A. The gl weights ared d
generally denoted by c , l, and m and Der A-weights are denoted by m, n,
r, and s. When there is a confusion we will specify the Lie-algebras. For
example, in the gl case we will say that it is a gl -weight vector.d d
w xWe will now construct Der A modules following Larsson L .
 .1.6 Larsson's Functor. For a g V we define a functor from gl -d
Ä Ämodules to Der A-modules. For any vector space V consider V m A. Let
Ä Ä n n Ä .  .V n [ V m t and let ¨ n s ¨ m t for ¨ g V and n g G, so that
Ä Ä .V m A s [ V n . Defineng G
F a : gl -modules ª Der A-modulesd
Ä a Ä ÄV ª F V s V m A. .
a Ä .Der A action on F V is defined as follows:
D u , r ¨ n s u , n q a ¨ n q r q u r E ¨ n q r , 1.7 .  .  .  .  .  . i j ji /
i , j
where n, r g G and a , u g V.
a Ä i .  .  .It is direct, checking that F V is a Der A-module. Since D o ¨ n s
Ä a Ä .  .  .  .n q a ¨ n , V n is an H-weight space and F V is an H-weighti i
Ämodule. The dimension of each weight space is clearly the dimension of V.
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We can also check that F a is a functor as it admits a canonical action
on morphisms. We do not really need this last part.
 .1.8 Remarks.
a Ä b ÄF V s F V if a y b g G. 1 . .  .
 .  .This can be seen by considering the module map ¨ n ¬ ¨ n q a y b .
a Ä Ä a Ä a ÄF V [ V s F V [ F V , 2 . .  . /1 2 1 2
Ä Äwhere V , V are gl -modules.1 2 d
F a is originally defined by Larsson only for the case a s 0. It is the one
 w x.variable case d s 1; see KR which motivated us to consider general a .
a a a Ä .   . .  . .  .Let F c , b [ F V c , b and let F c , b n [ V n . In this paper
we are only interested in Der A-module whose weight spaces are finite
dimensional. In view of the standard fact that any finite dimensional
a  .gl -module is completely reducible, it is sufficient to consider F c , bd
   ..see Remark 1.8 2 for c dominant integral weight. We will now state
our main theorem.
 . a  .  .1.9 THEOREM. F c , b is irreducible Der A module if c , b /
 .  .d , k , 0, b for 1 F k F d y 1.k
The proof is given in the next three sections. In Section 2 we will record
some standard facts on gl and prove some lemmas. In Section 3 we proved
 .an important proposition 3.1 about weight vectors. The final proof of the
theorem is given in Section 4. The submodule structure of the remaining
modules are dealt with in Section 5.
2
Throughout this section we fix a finite dimensional irreducible gl -d
 .module V c , b . Let P : E* be the set of all weights for the module
 .V c , b .
We will first record some standard facts.
 4 w x w xFact 1. Let X, Y, H be a standard sl copy with X, Y s H, H, X2
w xs 2 X and H, Y s y2Y. Let W be a finite dimensional irreducible
sl -module and let ¨ belongs to W be such that X¨ s 0 and H¨ s n¨.2
Then Y n¨ / 0 and Y nq1¨ s 0.
Fact 2. Let l g P and let ¨ be a nonzero weight vector. Thenl
 .l E y E s p y q, where q and p are maximal with the property thati i j j
Eq¨ / 0 and E p¨ / 0.i j l ji l
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w xBoth these facts can be deduced from Proposition 3.6 of K . Also note
 4that E , E , E y E is a copy of sl .i j ji i i j j 2
Let ak s E y E be a co-root for i / j. Let a be the correspondingi j i i j j i j
 .  .root defined as an element of E* such that a E s 1 and a E s y1i j i i i j j j
 .  .  k.and a E s 0 for k / i, j. It follows that a Id s 0 and a a s 2.i j k k i j i j i j
It is well known that the Weyl group W of sl is a permutation group ond
 4 I s 1, 2, . . . , d . The Weyl group acts on E and E*. For example, the
X .action of W on E is to permute E s . W leaves the co-roots and rootsi i
invariant.
q  < 4Let D s a i - j be a set of positive roots.i j
Fact 3. Let W be finite dimensional irreducible gl -module. Supposed
there exists a vector ¨ of weight l such that
E ¨ s 0 for i - js  i. , s  j.
and for a fixed Weyl group element s . Then
W , V m , b , .
y1 . <  . y1 . .where m s s l E and b s l Id s s l Id .o
Being a finite dimensional irreducible module W is necessarily isomor-
 .phic to V m, b for some m and b. It follows from standard facts on Weyl
y1 . < groups and representations theory that m s s l E see Humphreyso
w x w x.H or Kac K .
In the rest of the section we will prove some technical lemmas on
 .V c , b which we will use in Section 3.
 .  .2.1 DEFINITION. We say that l, m satisfy property A if 1 l, m g P,
 .  4  .  .  .l / m and 2 For i g I s 1, 2, . . . , d , l E s m E or l E qi i i i i i
 .m E s 1.i i
In the rest of the section we assume that l, m satisfy property A.
 .  .  <  .  .  .2.2 DEFINITION. S l, m s i g I l E q m E s 1 and l E /i i i i i i
 .4m E .i i
 .  .2.3 LEMMA. Let S s S l, m . Then
aS s 2 l E , 1 .  . i i
igS
aS G 2, 2 .
For i, j g S,
l E y E s ym E y E . 3 . .  .i i j j i i j j
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 .Proof. We know that Id s  E acts on V c , b as a scalar b. Hencei i i
b s m E q m E .  . i i i i
igS ifS
s 1 y l E q l E .  . . i i i i
igS ifS
s 1 y l E q b y l E .  .  i i i i
igS igS igS
s aS q b y 2 l E . . i i
igS
 .  4  .Equation 1 follows. Suppose aS s 1 and let S s i . We have l E qi i
 .  .m E s 1 and by 1 ,i i
2l E s 1 s 2m E , .  .i i i i
 .  .which is not true, since i g S. This proves 2 . Equation 3 is easy to
check.
 . 2.4 DEFINITION. We say that property B holds for l, m if l E yi i
.  .E s 0, " 1 for all i, j g S l, m .j j
 .2.5 LEMMA. Suppose property B does not hold for l, m. Let ¨ , ¨ bel m
 .nonzero weight ¨ectors of V c , b of weights l and m, respecti¨ ely. Then there
exists i / j and a positi¨ e e¨en integer N such that one of the following holds:
 . N N1 E ¨ / 0, E ¨ s 0ji l ji m
 . N N2 E ¨ s 0, E ¨ / 0.i j l i j m
 .  .Proof. Let i, j g S l, m such that l E y E / 0, " 1. Let k , l ,i i j j 1 1
k , l be maximal integers with the property that Ek1¨ , El1¨ , Ek 2 ¨ , El2 ¨2 2 i j l ji l i j m ji m
 k.  .  k. are nonzero. By Fact 2 we have l a s y k y l and m a s y ki j 1 1 i j 2
.  .  .y l . Since i, j g S l, m by Lemma 2.3 3 we have2
l ak s ym ak . ) . .  .i j i j
 k.  k.Without loss of generality we can assume that l a G 0. Since l ai j i j
 k./ 0, "1, and integral, we have l a G 2.i j
Case 1. k q l G k q l . Then1 1 2 2
k q l k y l l ak .1 1 1 1 i js l q s l y1 12 2 2
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and
k q l k y l m ak .2 2 2 2 i js l q s l y .2 22 2 2
 .  k.It follows from ) and the above that l G l q l a G l q 2. Let1 2 i j 2
l q 1 if l q 1 is even2 2N s  l q 2 if l q 1 is odd.2 2
 .2.6 We note that N is a positive e¨en integer. Further, N F l q2
2 F l and N ) l . Now from the choice of l , l it will follow that1 2 1 2
E N¨ / 0, E N¨ s 0.ji l ji m
Case 2. k q l G k q l . It is similar to Case 1 and we will only2 2 1 1
sketch the proof. We have
k q l l ak k q l l ak .  .2 2 i j 1 1 i jG k y , G k q .2 12 2 2 2
 k.Since l a G 2 it follows that k G k q 2. Leti j 2 1
k q 1 if k q 1 is even1 1N s  k q 2 if k q 1 is odd.1 1
We will note that N is a positive integer and N F k q 2 F k , N ) k .1 2 1
Now by the choice of k and k we have1 2
E N¨ s 0, E N¨ / 0.i j l i j m
3
a  .  . a  .Let W be a nonzero submodule of F c , b . Let W n s W l F c , b
be the n weight space of W. Since W is a submodule of a weight module
 .  .we have W s [ W n . Throughout this section we assume that c , bng G
 .  .  ./ d , k , 0, b 1 F k F d y 1 .k
 .First we prove that each weight space W n contains a gl weight vectord
 .and then in Section 4 we will prove that W n is the full weight space
a  . .F l, b n , thereby proving Theorem 1.9.
 .  .3.1 PROPOSITION. Let W n be nonzero space for some n such that
 .n q a / 0. Then W n contains a nonzero gl -weight ¨ector.d
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We need some lemmas.
 .  .  .3.2 LEMMA. Let ¨ g W n then W n contains the following ¨ectors:
 .  2 .V1 E y E ¨i i i i
 . 2  .V2 E ¨ i / jji
 .  .V3 E E ¨ i / ji j i i
 .  .  . . V4 n q a E y n q a E ¨ for all i, j, k where n q a si jk k ji
 . . n q a e .i i i
 .Proof. From the module definition 1.7 we have
D u , r w n s u , n q a w n q r q Aw n q r , .  .  .  .  .
where
A s u r E g gl , i j ji d
i , j
u s u e g V , r s r e g G. i i i i
The following is direct from above:
D u9, yr ? D u , r ¨ s u9, n q a q r u , n q a ¨ .  .  .  .
q u9, n q a q r A¨ q u , n q a B¨ .  .
qB A¨ g W n , 3.3 .  .  .
where A s u r E and B s yuX r E , u9 s uX e .i j ji i j ji i i
 .  .  .To see V1 let u s u9 s r s e . Then 3.3 is equal to n q a q 1 ¨ qi i i
 . .  .n q a q 1 n q a ¨ q E ¨ y E E ¨ . Since ¨ belongs to W n it fol-i i i i i i i i i i
2  .lows that E ¨ y E ¨ belongs to W n .i i i i
 .  .  .2V2 Let u s u9 s e , r s e , i / j. Then 3.3 equals n q a ¨ yj i j j
 .E E ¨ , which proves V2 .i j i j
 .  . V3 Let u s u9 s e q e , r s e , i / j. Then 3.3 equals u9, n qi j i
. .  .  .2  2 2a q r u, n q a ¨ q E q E ¨ y E q E ¨ . Hence E y E y Eii i j i i i j i i i i i j
.  .  .  .q E y E E y E E ¨ belongs to W n . Now by V1 , V2 , and thei j i i i j i j i i
 .fact that E E s E E y E , we have V3 .i j i i i i i j i j
 .  . V4 Take u9 s e , u s e , and r s e . Then 3.3 equals for somei k j
.  .scalar K K¨ q T g W n , where
T s n q a E y n q a E y E E q d E ¨ 3.4 .  .  . .i kjk ji ji jk ji jk
 .also belongs to W n .
 .  .3.5 Suppose j s i, j / k. Since yE E q E ¨ s yE E ¨ gji jk jk jk j j
 .W n by V3, V4 follows.
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 .Suppose j / i, j / k, k / i. By interchanging i and k from 3.4 we
have
n q a E y n q a E y E E ¨ 3.6 .  .  . .k iji jk jk ji
 .belongs to W n .
 .  .  .Since E E s E E , the difference between 3.4 and 3.6 gives V4 .jk ji ji jk
 .The case i / j, j / k, k s i follows from 3.5 by re-ordering i, j, and k. In
 .the case i s j s k, V4 is zero.
k  .Let ¨ s  ¨ be a vector of W n , where each ¨ is a gl weightis1 l l di i
vector of weight l . We say that ¨ is of length k. By using earlier lemmas andi
 .the results from Section 2 we will prove that W n contains a vector of
 .length at most k y 1. Then by downward induction we conclude that W n
contains a gl -weight vector.d
 . k  .3.7 LEMMA. Let ¨ s  ¨ be a ¨ector of length k in W n . Supposeis1 l i
 .property A does not hold for some l , l . Then W n contains a ¨ector ofi j
length at most k y 1.
 .  .Proof. The following is a vector of W n by V1 of Lemma 3.2:
E y E2 ¨ s l E y l2 E ¨ . .  . .  .l l l l s l l s l l l s
 .  .  .2Put k l s l E y l E .s s l l s l l
 .  .  .  .Claim. k l / k l for some l. Suppose k l s k l for all l. Then,i j i j
clearly,
l E y l E s l E y l E l E q l E . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i l l j l l i l l j l l i l l j l l
 .  .  .  .Hence, either l E y l E s 0 or l E q l E s 1. This meansi l l j l l i l l j l l
property A holds for l , l , a contradiction. Hence the claim.i j
 .  2 .   .  ..Consider w s k l ¨ y E y E ¨ s  k l y k l ¨ . Clearly, wi ll l l s/ i i s l s
 .  .belongs to W n is nonzero by the claim and is at most of length k y 1.
 .  .  43.8 DEFINITION. l g P is called unit if l E g 0, 1 for all i.i i
 .It may be helpful to the reader to know that the weights of V d , i arei
all units. The converse is also true.
 . k  .3.9 LEMMA. Let ¨ s  ¨ be a ¨ector of length k of W n such thatis1 l i
 4property A holds for all pairs l , l . Further, assume that l s l is not ai j l
 .unit for some l. Then W n contains a ¨ector of at most length k y 1.
 4Proof. Suppose property B does not hold for some l , l . Then bys t
Lemma 2.5 there exists i, j, and a positive e¨en integer N such that
E N¨ s 0, E N¨ / 0.i j l i j lt s
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 .  .If necessary one can interchange s and t. Since N is even, by V2 of
Lemma 3.2 we have
w s E N¨ g W n . .i j
Clearly w is nonzero and of length at most k y 1.
 4We can now assume property B holds for all l , l . Fix an m and lets t
 4  4  .l, m s l , l . Since l is not a unit there is an i such that l E s a /l m i i
0, 1.
 .  .  .Case 1. i g S l, m . For all j g S l, m we have l E y E si i j j
 .  .ym E y E s 0, " 1. This follows from Lemma 2.3 3 and the fact thati i j j
 4property B holds for l, m .
 .  .Subcase 1. l E y E s 1 for some j g S l, m . It follows fromi i j j
 .  .above that l E s a y 1, m E s 1 y a. We will also note that prop-j j i i
 4erty A does not hold for l q a , m q a .i j i j
 .  .Consider w s E E ¨ which belongs to W n by V3 of Lemma 3.2.i j i i
Suppose E E ¨ / 0 / E E ¨ . Then w has weight vectors whose weightsi j i i l i j i i m
are l q a and m q a and they do not satisfy property A. Hence thei j i j
result follows from Lemma 3.7.
Suppose exactly one of E E ¨ , E E ¨ is zero; then w is of length ati j i i l i j i i m
most k y 1. So we can assume that E E ¨ s 0 s E E ¨ since E ¨ si j i i l i j i i m i i l
 .  .  .l E ¨ s a¨ and E ¨ s l E ¨ s 1 y a ¨ ; we have E ¨ s 0 si i l l i i m i i m m i j l
 .E ¨ . We also note that l E y E s 1. Hence by Fact 1, E ¨ / 0.i j m i i j j ji l
 .  .Further, E E ¨ s a y 1 E ¨ / 0. Again, by V3 of Lemma 3.2, w sji j j l ji l 1
 .E E ¨ belongs to W n . Now it is easy to see that either w is at mostji j j 1
k y 1 length or w has weight vectors whose weights do not satisfy1
 .property A. In any case the desired result follows. The case l E y E si i j j
y1 is similar.
 .  .  .Subcase 2. l E y E s 0 for all j g S l, m s S. Then l E s aii j j j j
 .for all j g S. By Lemma 2.3 2 we have
aS s 2 l E s 2 a aS .  . i i
igS
1 1 .  .  .and, hence, a s . Since i g S l, m it follows that l E s m E s ,i i i i2 2
 .which is a contradiction by the definition of S l, m .
 .  .  .Case 2. i f S l, m . We still have l E s a / 0, 1, so that m E s a.i i i i
 .  4  .  .By Case 1 we can assume l E g 0, 1 for all j g S l, m . If l E s 1j j j j
 .  .  .then m E s 0 and if l E s 0 then m E s 1. So we can as wellj j j j j j
 .assume l E s 1. Consider aE ¨ s E E ¨ and E ¨ s E E ¨ and wej j i j l i j i i l ji l ji j j l
claim that one of them is nonzero. This follows from Fact 1 because
 .l E y E s a y 1 / 0.i i j j
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 .Suppose E E ¨ / 0. By V3 of Lemma 3.2, w s E E ¨ is a vector ofi j i i l 1 i j i i
 .W n . Suppose E E ¨ s 0. Then w is length at most k y 1. Supposei j i i m 1
E E ¨ / 0. Then w has weight vectors whose weights are l q a , m qi j i i m 1 i j
a and they do not satisfy property A. Then the desired result followsi j
from Lemma 3.7. The case E E ¨ / 0 can be argued similarly.ji j j l
 . k  .3.10 LEMMA. Let ¨ s  ¨ be a ¨ector of W n of length k. Assumeis1 l i
 .n q a / 0. Suppose each l is a unit. Then W n contains a ¨ector of lengthi
at most k y 1.
 <  . 4  4  .Proof. Let T s j l E s 1 s j - j - ??? - j ; s s  l Ei i j j 1 2 s j i j j
s b and, hence, is independent of i. We fix some i and let T s T andi
l s l . Leti
R s l , m l g T , m g T or l f T , m f T or l g T , m f T . 4 .
 .Claim. There exists l, m g R such that E ¨ / 0.lm l
We will first complete the proof by assuming the claim. We will prove
 .that W n contains a vector of length at most k which has a weight vector
whose weight is l " a . But l " a is not a unit and, hence, thelm lm
desired result follows from Lemma 3.9.
 . Case 1. l g T. Then E E ¨ s E l E ¨ s E ¨ / 0 by thelm l l l lm l l l lm l
.  .  .claim . By V3 of Lemma 3.2, W n contains E E ¨ which is nonzerolm l l
and l q a is a weight. The length is at most k.lm
 .Case 2. l f T. Then m f T. Therefore, E ¨ s l E ¨ s 0 andl l l l l l
 .  .E ¨ s l E ¨ s 0. Further, l E y E s 0. Since E ¨ / 0 bym m l m m l l l m m lm l
 .Fact 1, E ¨ / 0. As we are assuming n q a / 0 we have n q a / 0ml l t
for some t.
 .  .Subcase 1. n q a s 0. Then by V4 of Lemma 3.2 we havem
w s n q a E y n q a E ¨ .  . .t mlm lt
s n q a E ¨ g W n . .  .t lm
Clearly w is nonzero of length at most k and has a weight l q a . Thelm
 .case n q a s 0 is similar.l
 .  .Subcase 2. n q a / 0, n q a / 0. Consider w s E E ¨ a vec-m l lm l l
 .tor of W n . Since E ¨ s 0, w is of length at most k y 1. If w is nonzerol l l
we are done. Suppose w is zero. It follows that E E ¨ s 0 for all i.lk l l l i
Since E acts as a scalar on ¨ we have E ¨ s 0 or E ¨ s 0. Considerl l l l l l lk li i i
 .  . .  .w s n q a E y n q a E ¨ , which belongs to W n . Clearly w is1 m ll l lm 1
 .of length at most k and is nonzero by the claim and l q a is a weight.lm
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 .Proof of the Claim. Let s g W the Weyl group be such that
s i g T , i F m , .
s i f T , i ) m. .
Then clearly
1, i F m ,y1s l E s .  .i i  0, i ) m.
y1 . <  q.Therefore, s l E s d . It is clear that s D : R. Suppose theo m
claim is false; then we have
E ¨ s 0 for i - j.s  i. , s  j. l
y1 . <  .Hence by Fact 3 it follows that c s s l E and b s l Id s m. Buto
 .  .clearly c s d . Hence, V c , b , V d , m , a contradiction. This provesk m
the claim.
 .Proof of Proposition 3.1. Suppose W n contains a vector of length k.
 .Then by Lemmas 3.7, 3.9, and 3.10 it follows that W n contains a nonzero
 .vector of length at most k y 1. Then by downward induction W n
contains a vector of length 1. This means it contains a gl weight vector.d
4
In this section we will give the proof of Theorem 1.9. We are assuming
 .  .  .that c , b / d , k , 0, b .k
 .  .  .  .4.1 LEMMA. Let n q a / 0 for all i and let W n / 0. Then W ni
a  . .s F c , b n .
 .Proof. By Proposition 3.1, W n contains a gl weight vector.d
 .Claim. E ¨ g W n for all k, i and for all gl weight vectors ¨ ink i d
 .W n .
 .  .  . .By V4 of Lemma 3.4 we have n q a E y n q a E ¨ belongsi k k k k i
 .  .to W n . Since n q a E ¨ is a multiple of ¨ , we conclude that E ¨ gi k k k i
 .W n .
Now the gl module generated by a weight vector is a subspace ofd
 . a  . . a  . .  .W n : F c , b n . But F c , b n is isomorphic to V c , b , an irre-
 . a  . .ducible gl -module. Hence, W n s F c , b n .d
 .  .4.2 LEMMA. W m / 0 for all m.
 .Proof. Since W is nonzero submodule W n / 0 for some n, we can
  .assume n q a / 0. Since V c , b is a nontrivial sl -module, one cand
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 .  .  .check that D u, r ¨ n is nonzero for some r, where ¨ n is a weight
.vector. Then one of n q a , n q a q r is nonzero . By Proposition 3.1,
 .  .  .  . W n contains a gl weight vector, say ¨ n . Consider D u, r ¨ n s u,d
.  .  .  .n q a ¨ n q r q A¨ n q r , where A s  u r E see Definition 1.5 .i, j i j ji
 .  .Suppose for a fixed r, D u, r ¨ n s 0 for all u belonging to V. This
 .  .  .means n q a ¨ n q r q  r E ¨ n q r s 0 for all i. As distinct gl -i j j ji d
weight vectors are linearly independent, we have
n q a q r E ¨ s 0 for all i . 4.3 .  . .i i i i
Hence
W n q r / 0 for all r such that 4.3 does not hold. 4.4 .  .  .
 .To see the lemma it is sufficient to prove that W n q r / 0 for r such
 .that 4.3 holds.
Fix such r. Choose s and s in G such thatÄ
n q a q s E ¨ / 0 for some i . .i i i i
n q a q s E ¨ / 0 for some j 4.5 .  .Ä .j j j j
and
n q a q s / 0, n q a q s / 0, s / s for all i . 4.6 .  .  .Ä Äi i i i
 .  .  .Inequalities 4.5 are possible since n q a / 0; 4.6 is always possible.
 .  .  .By 4.4 and by the choice of s and s we have W n q s / 0 / W n q s .Ä Ä
 .  .Now by 4.6 and Lemma 4.2 we have
W n q s s F a c , b n q s .  .  .
W n q s s F a c , b n q s . .  .  .Ä Ä
 .  .Let w be a c-weight vector of V c , b . By the above w n q s and
 .  .  .w n q s belong to W n q s and W n q s , respectively. Let t s r y sÄ Ä
Ä Äand t s r y s so that n q s q t s n q r s n q s q t.Ä Ä
 .  .  .Now we will apply an earlier argument 4.3 and 4.4 to W n q s ,
 .  .  .  .  .ÄW n q s , t, t, w n q s , w n q s in place of W n , r, ¨ . So by 4.4 weÄ Ä
have
w n q r / 0, .
unless
Än q s q a q t E w n q s s 0, n q s q a q t E w n q s s 0 .  .  .  . . Ä Äi ii i i i i i
for all i . 4.7 .
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 .   . .   . .ÄSuppose 4.7 is true. Then it follows that t c E y 1 s t c E y 1i i i i i i
 .  .Äfor all i. But t / t by choice 4.6 . Therefore c E s 1 for all i. Thisi i i i
<  .forces c E s 0, which is not true. Hence 4.7 is false.o
a  .Proof of Theorem 1.9. W be a nonzero submodule of F c , b . To see
 . a  . .the theorem it is sufficient to prove that W m s F c , b m for all
m g G.
 .  <  . 4Case 1. n q a / o for some i . Let S s i n q a s 0 and leti o io
 .m q a s n q a y  e . Then clearly m q a / 0 for all i.ig S i i
By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we have
W m s F a c , b m . 4.8 .  .  .  .
Choose i g S and let r s u s e . Consideri
D u , r ¨ m s u , m q a ¨ m q r q A¨ m q r .  .  .  .  .
s y¨ m q e q E ¨ m q e as A s E .  .  .i i i i i i
 .   ..  .which belongs W m q e for all ¨ g V c , b . W m q e contains alli i
gl -weight vectors except possibly when E ¨ s ¨ . Suppose that is the case.d i i
Let u s e , r s e , and consideri io
D u , r ¨ m s y m q a ¨ m q e q E ¨ m q e g W m q e . .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i i io o
 .Since E E ¨ / E ¨ by an earlier argument, E ¨ belongs to W m q e .i i i i i i i i io o o
 .  .This implies that ¨ m q e belongs to W m q e . Thus we have provedi i
W m q e s F a c , b m q e . .  .  .i i
Choose j g S such that j / i and repeat the above argument to conclude
 . a  . .that W m q e q e s F c , b m q e q e . Continuing this process wei j i j
 . a  . .can prove W n s F c , b n .
Case 2. n q a s 0. Let ¨ be a gl -weight vector and let j / i be suchd
  . .that E ¨ / 0. This is possible since V c , b is nontrivial and irreducible .ji
Let u s e and r s e and consideri j
D u , r E ¨ r y a s E E ¨ ya .  .  .ji i j ji
 .  w x.which belongs to W ya . By standard sl -theory see 22.2 of H E E ¨2 i j ji
 . a  . . is a nonzero multiple of ¨ . Since W r y a s F c , b r y a for all
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.  .r / 0 , by Case 1, we have proved that W ya contains all gl -weightd
vectors. In particular,
aW ya s F c , b ya . .  .  .
5
a  .In this section we will describe the Der A-module structure of F d , kk
a  .and F 0, b .
 .Recall that V 0, b is a one-dimensional gl -module, where sl actsd d
trivially and the central element Id acts as a scalar b. Let ¨ be a nonzero
 .  . a  .vector of V 0, b . Then it is easy to see from 1.7 that the module F 0, b
is given by
D u , r ¨ n s u , n q a q brd r ¨ n q r . .  .  .  . .
 . w x5.1 PROPOSITION E, Proposition 4.1 .
 . a  .  41 F 0, b is irreducible unless a g G and b g 0, d .
 .  .2 If a g G and b s 0 then C¨ ya is the only proper submodule.
 . a  .  .3 If a g G and b s d then F 0, b _C¨ ya is the only proper
 .irreducible submodule.
 .Recall the vector space V from Section 1 , the natural representation of
 .gl defined by E e s d e . We also noted that V , V d , 1 . Consider thed ji l l i j 1
exterior product
Ek V s V n V n V ??? n V k times .  .
which is a gl -module byd
k
X ¨ n ??? n ¨ s ¨ n ??? ¨ n X¨ n ??? n ¨ X g gl . .  .1 k 1 iy1 i k d
is1
5.2 .
k .  . It is a standard fact that E V , V d , k as a gl -module 1 F k F d yk d
.  w x.1 see Exercise 21.1 of H .
d .E V is a one-dimensional representation of gl and is isomorphic tod
 .  .  .V 0, d . For convenience we let d s 0. One can check from 1.7 and 5.2d
a  .the Der A module F d , k , 1 F k F d, is given byk
D u , r ¨ n ??? n ¨ n s u , n q a ¨ n ??? n ¨ n q r .  .  .  .1 k 1 k
k
q u , ¨ ¨ n ??? n ¨ n r . i 1 iy1
is1
n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n q r . 5.3 .  .iq1 k
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k .  .  .4For n g G let W n s the linear span of n q a n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n1 ky1
 .  . k . a  .¨ g V and let W a , k s [ W n : F d , k which is a submod-i kng G
a  .ule of F d , k .k
 .5.4 Suppose a g G. Consider
k
D u , r ¨ n ??? n ¨ ya s u , ¨ ¨ n ??? n r n ??? n ¨ ya q r .  .  .  .1 k i 1 k
is1
k Ä a .  .  .which belongs to W ya q r . Therefore, W a , k s W a , k UF
 . .  .d , k ya is a submodule U means the set union .k
a  . .Also note that F d , k ya is a trivial d-dimensional submodule ofk
a  .  .F d , k rW a , k .k
a  .The following theorem describes the structure of F d , k as thek
Der A-module. The case d s 0 is dealt with in Proposition 5.1.d
 .5.5 THEOREM. 1 F k F d y 1:
 .  . a  .1 W a , k is an irreducible submodule of F d , k .k
 . a  .  .2 If a f G then F d , k rW a , k is irreducible.k
a Ä .  .  .3 If a g G then F d , k rW a , k is irreducible.k
We will first develop some lemmas.
 .5.6 LEMMA. For u, ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V, n, r g G,i i i1 2 k
D ¨ , yr D u , r n q a n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n .  .  .  .i i1 k
s ¨ , n q r q a u , n q a n q a n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n .  .  .  .i i1 k
k
q k n q a n ¨ n ??? r n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n , .  . j i i i1 jq1 k
js1
 . .  . .where k s ¨ , n q a ¨ , ¨ y u, n q a u, ¨ .j i ij j
 .Proof. Direct, checking from 5.3 .
Some Notation. Let w , w , . . . , w be an orthonormal basis. Let I s1 2 d
 4i , i , . . . , i be a set of k integers such that 2 F i - i - ??? - i F d.1 2 k 1 2 k
 4  .Let w s w n ??? n w and let I s I _ i . Let u, ¨ g V and let k u, ¨I i i j j j1 k
 . .  . .s ¨ , w u, w y u, w ¨ , w . For z s  a w n w define1 j 1 j I I 1 I
k
jT u , ¨ z s a k u , ¨ y1 w n w . .  .  . k I j 1 Ij
I js1
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 .5.7 LEMMA. Let z / 0:
 .  .1 T u, ¨ z / 0 for some u, ¨ .k
 .2 There exists u , ¨ , 1 F i F k, such thati i
T u , ¨ . . . T u , ¨ z s Kw .  .1 1 1 k k k 1
for some nonzero scalar K.
 . Proof. Suppose T u, ¨ z s 0 for all u, ¨ . Let P s 2 F j - j - ???k 1 2
4  . . j- j F d . Then  a k u, ¨ y1 s 0 for all P. Let b sky1 I _i 4sP I j Ij
 . j  .a y1 . Then from definition of k u, ¨ it follows thatI j
¨ , w u , b w s u , w ¨ , b w .  . 1 I i 1 I i /  /j j
I I
for all u, ¨. This implies that b w s w , which is not possible, as i G 2.I i 1 jj
 .  .To see 2 apply 1 k times.
 .5.8 LEMMA. Let n q a / 0. Let w , w , . . . , w be an orthonormal1 2 d
 .  .basis such that w s n q a . Let 0 / z s a w n w and let z n g W n1 I 1 I
and for all r , r , . . . , r g G and for all u , u , . . . , u , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V wek ky1 i k ky1 i k i
 .  .  .  .ha¨e that r n r n ??? n r n T u , ¨ ??? T u , ¨ z n belongs to W n .k ky1 i i i i k k k
 .  .In particular, r n r n ??? n r n w n g W n for all r , r , . . . ,k ky1 1 1 k ky1
r g G.1
Proof. From Lemma 5.6 we have
D ¨ , yr D u , r z n s ¨ , n q a q r u , n q a z n .  .  .  .  .  .
jq a y1 k u , ¨ r n w n w n .  .  .  I j 1 Ij
I j
s ¨ , n q a q r u , n q a z n .  .  .
q r n T u , ¨ z n . .  .k
 .Hence Lemma 5.8 is true for i s k. Now assume the lemma for i s j ) .
 .  .  .  .Let w n s r n r n ??? n r n T u , ¨ . . . T u , ¨ z n which be-k ky1 j j j j k k k
 .longs to W n . From Lemma 5.6 we have
D ¨ , yr D u , r w n .  .  .
s ¨ , n q a q r u , n q a w n .  .  .
qr n r n ??? n r n r n T u , ¨ T u , ¨ . . . .  .k ky1 j jy1 j j j
k
=T u , ¨ z n q k r n ??? n r n r n r n ??? .  . k k k r k ly1 lq1l
isj
nr n T u , ¨ ??? T u , ¨ z n , .  .  .j j j j k k k
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 . .  . .  .where k s ¨ , ¨ u, r y ¨ , r u, ¨ . Now by assumption at ) ther 1 l l 1l
 .first term and the last term belong to W n . So the middle term also
 .belongs to W n and the lemma follows for i s j y 1. By downward
 .induction the rest follows. The last statement follows from Lemma 5.7 2 .
 .  .Proof of Theorem 5.5 1 . Let W be a nonzero submodule of W a , k .1
 .We will first note that if for W n the n weight space of W is nonzero1 1
 .  . .then, by Lemma 5.8, W n s W a , k n . So to see the theorem it is1
 .sufficient to prove W n / 0 for all n such that n q a / 0. Since W is1 1
 .  .  . .nonzero we have W m / 0 for some m and, hence, W m s W a , k m .1 1
From the definition m q a / 0.
As earlier, let w s m q a , w , . . . , w be an orthonormal basis. Con-1 2 d
sider
D u , r w n w n s u , w w q r n w n q r .  .  .  .  .1 I 1 1 I
jq u , w y1 r n w n q r s B n q r , .  .  .  . i j Ij
jgI
 4  4where i s 2 F i - i - ??? - i F d and I s I _ i . We will prove1 2 ky1 j j
that for every r such that m q r q a / 0, B is nonzero for some u. This
completes the proof. Fix r s t w .i i
Case 1. t / 0 for some i g I. Let u s e w then B s "r n w n Ii j i j i 1 jj j
/ 0, because r, w , w , l g I are linearly independent.1 l
Case 2. t s 0 for all i g I and t / 0 for some j / 1. Let u s w .i j 1
 .Then B s w q r n w / 0, because w q r, w , i g I, are linearly inde-1 I 1 i
pendent.
 .Case 3. r s t w . Let u s w then B s w q t w n w / 0 unless1 1 1 1 1 1 I
t s y1, in which case m q a q r s 0.1
 .  .Proof of Theorem 5.5 2 and 3 . Let 1 F k F d y 1. Define p :k
a  . a  .F d , k ª F d , k q 1 byk kq1
p ? ¨ n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n s n q a n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n .  .  .k 1 2 k 1 k
 .each ¨ g V . The following is seeni
 .1 p is a Der A-module homomorphismk
 .  .2 Image p s W a , k q 1k
W a , k if a f G .
3 Kernel p s . k  ÄW a , k if a g G. .
  . .Clearly the proof of the theorem is completed use Theorem 5.5 1 .
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a  .  .Note that the realization of F 0, d in 5.3 is different from the one
 .given earlier in Section 5. The 5.3 realization is very convenient to define
the homomorphism p .dy1
 .5.9 Remark. It is possible to introduce the dual of a Der A-module
a  . a  . and prove that the dual of F d , i is isomorphic to F d , d y i seei dyi
w x.E .
 .5.10 Remark. It may be appropriate to describe the modules defined
 w x.in an earlier paper Section 5 of E in the present context. Let W s V
m ??? m V m V * m ??? m V * V occurs p times and the dual occurs q
.times be an sl -module and let Id act by b . Then it is by direct checkingd 1
a  .  .  4 that F W , p p q q, S, a , b , where S s 1, 2, . . . , p and b s q y
.p q b rd. Since any finite dimensional irreducible gl -module is a direct1 d
summand of W, all the Der A-modules that we discussed in this paper do
w xoccur in E .
 .5.11 Remark. In this remark we explain how the above modules are
motivated by vertex operator constructions. The notation is in the spirit of
w xEM . We can check
uT d , d z ??? d z X g q d , z .  .  .  .o r k k s1 m
s g q d , u d z ??? d z X g q d , z .  .  .  .s k k sqr1 m
m
q d , u d z ??? d z ??? d z X g q d , z , .  .  .  . . k k r k sqri 1 m
is1
where u s u d and k , . . . , k g Z ny1; g is a fixed null root. Then it isi i 1 m
 .   4.easy to see that this defines a quotient of p m, s, g , o s s 1, 2, . . . , m .
 . o .  .5.12 Remark. F d , k 1 F k F d y 1 can be interpreted as k-k
differentials by the map
e n ??? n e n ¬ t nty1 dt n ??? n ty1 dt . .i i i i i i1 k 1 1 k k
With this identification, consider the following de Rham complex:
p p po 1 dy2o o oA ª F d , 1 ª F d , 2 ??? ª F d , d y 1 . .  .  .1 2 dy1
These are well known as A-modules. By Theorem 5.5 it is a Der A-module
complex too. We can also note that the de Rham cohomology is precisely
o . .  .the trivial submodule F d , k o see 5.4 .k
Of particular interest are the 1-forms V . It can be seen that theA
Der A-module of V is given byA
d
r s y1 rqs y1 rqs y1t t t t dt s s t t dt q d r t t dt . . i j j i j j i j l l ldti l
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 r y1 4  .The closed forms d s r t t dt is a irreducible submodule. TheA i i i
Der A module V rd occurs naturally in toroidal Lie-algebras see Sec-A A
w x.tion 5 of EM .
 .5.13 Remark. Our construction of modules in this paper also holds
for the case d s 1. They are all isomorphic to the one considered in
 w x. w xProposition 5.1 and are all well known see KR . See also Mathieu M
for some interesting classification results of these modules.
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